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Provide Access to Curriculum-Aligned Research Sources
Connect students to the information they’re looking for with tools that make discovery fast and easy.

Academic OneFile, Gale’s premier periodical resource, provides millions of articles from over 17,000 scholarly 
journals and other authoritative sources, including Nature, The Economist, and The New York Times, in PDF and 
HTML full-text formats. In addition, students have access to thousands of podcasts and transcripts from NPR 
and CNN and videos from BBC Worldwide Learning.

With extensive coverage in key areas of study, collections of curated content supporting the concepts and 
topics being discussed in class include:

• Criminal Justice
• Economics

• History
• Marketing

• Political Science
• Psychology

User-Friendly Tools and Features 
• Cross-search Gale eBooks on GVRL with Gale In Context resources and InfoTrac via PowerSearch, and InterLink 

functionality connects your GVRL eBooks to Gale Researcher to help students locate related content in a single 
seamless search.

• Relevance sort feature delivers the most relevant articles among the first search results returned.
• Browse by discipline enables students to find targeted results even if they are unfamiliar with advanced search 

strategies.
• Full-text scholarly articles within Academic OneFile are discoverable with Google Scholar and indexed by all the 

major discovery service providers.
•  Mobile Responsive design makes it easy for students to access resources from a tablet and other mobile devices.
•  Language translation tool supports differentiated learning and diverse demographics by translating content into 

more than 30 languages.
•  Readspeaker text-to-speech technology creates audio versions of content which are ideal for auditory learners, 

the visually impaired, and learners on the go. 



Google for Education Partner
Gale uses popular Google Apps for Education tools to support organizational and study 
skills, encourage collaboration, improve engagement, and foster critical thinking. This 
integration makes it easier for students to find and use relevant, authoritative information—
anywhere, anytime, and on any device:

• Seamless user login—After authentication to Academic OneFile, sign in using Google account
credentials, including Gmail.

• Integrated Google Tools—Save, share, and download articles using Drive and Docs.
• Chrome apps—Quickly access articles from tablets, mobile devices, and PCs.

Microsoft Office 365
Academic OneFile is also integrated with Microsoft Office 365 tools, further 
enabling students and faculty to access Gale content with ease. These easy-to-
use collaborative tools allow users to:

• Sign into Microsoft Office 365 with Microsoft credentials, after authentication in Gale products.
• Store, sync, and share files in the cloud by downloading Gale content to their OneDrive account.
• Easily transfer downloaded OneDrive content for use in other Microsoft tools like OneNote

and Classroom.

For tools, tips and training resources, visit gale.com/support 

COLLABORATE, INNOVATE, INVIGORATE 
Integrated workflow tools from Google and Microsoft
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